Faculty Presentations, Spring 2010
  - George Gage, Community Translation
  - Ingrid Wicken, Health Sciences
  - Zhi Yao, Mathematics
  - Jose Duran, Business


Sheryl Tschetter. Practitioner Inquiry Workshop (SLO Assessment). November 4, 2009, from 12 - 1:30, PSC 11


Carlos Tovares and George Zottos. Preparing the Annual Program Review. March. 9, from 12 -1:30, PSC 11.

Various Faculty. Teaching Strategies that Work. Spring 2010.

Other FLEX Events


Travis Gibbs. Drawbridges vs. Alligator Infested Moats. October 27, 2009, from 12:50 to 1:50. PSC 11


Various Faculty. *Faculty Poetry Reading*. May 2010. from 12:50 to 1:50. Humanities Patio.